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A Study in Mystery 
5- Plots and Plotting
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Today’s Goals

• Workshop Interviews

• Talk Synopsis Before the Fact Story Arc

• Story Fractal

• Acts

• Scenes
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The Big Body
by Johnny Worthen
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Information Builds
• Observation: Victim, a butcher, died of asphyxiation 

while at work.

• Interview: Supervisor explains  
they use carbon monoxide gas to  
keep meat in the display pink and  
fresh-looking.

• Research: Sign in Workplace.  
Carbon monoxide, is a colorless, odorless and 
poisonous gas commonly used for heating fuel during 
the last century. Killed lots of people accidentally. Why 
we have CO detectors today.

• ie: the butcher was probably killed by CO

From Week 3 4

Story Arc

Breaking Point / Crisis

Inciting Point - Inciting Incident

Rising Action /
Confrontation Falling Action

(Freytag Pyramid)
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Breaking Point / Crisis

Inciting Point / Inciting Incident

Rising Action /
Confrontation Falling Action

• Inciting Point / Inciting Incident = SITUATION = 

• Rising Action / Confrontation = COMPLICATIONS = 

• Breaking Point / Crisis = CLIMAX = 

• Falling Action = RESOLUTION = 
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The Story Fractal 
4 Repeating Parts

• Objective

• Tom wants to kiss Deb

• Conflict

• Deb is dating Bob

• Bob finds out about Tom

• Action

• Bob punches Tom in the nose

• (+ Win for Antagonist +)

• Response

• Tom decides to learn Kung-Fu

•  New Objective

• Situation

• Complications

• Climax

• Resolution
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Plot = Plan
• “The main events”

• The Big Fractal made up 
 of little fractals

• “Plot” your story

• Think graph with ups and downs as tension rises 
and falls (Fractal? Freytag?)

• Approaching an outline 

• ...but not really

• “More like Guidelines”
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Planning is Key
• Visualize the key moments in your book

• Make a list of them, with crucial details

• Important events, twists, etc.

• You don’t have to have the whole book planned exactly, but...

• I recommend having a solid list of scenes before you write

• Add to the list as you go

• It’ll unfold before you.

• Once your book gets rolling and you catch the momentum, you 
may not need to plan it all out, but you should make a habit of 
making notes of what you envision coming up.
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Write in Scenes
• Make your story is a series of SCENES

• Each with 4 parts of the story fractal

• Objective, Conflict,  Action, Response

• Same rules apply

• Start as near the action as possible

• Fill in backstory as needed

• Bring to a head

• Resolve with new objectives

• Remove unnecessary details the reader will supply (the 
scaffolding)
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Johnny’s Scene Outline®
• Goal: (what do you need to have happen?)

• Setting: (where and when does it take place?)

• Players: (who’s involved?)

• Objective: (what does the Protagonist want?)

• External Conflict: (what’s in the way of the objective?)

• Internal Conflict: (what worries the protagonist?)  

• Action: (what happens?)

• Response: (what does the Protagonist take away?)

• Extras: (what other work does the scene do?)
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Example Scene Outline
• Goal: Action scene for tempo: Expand sleuth history, get drug clues

• Setting: Bus stop outside the crime scene, 2 days after murder

• Players: Sleuth and Trevor (dead girl’s ex-boyfriend)

• Objective: Sleuth to question Trevor for clues

• External Conflict: Trevor is high on drugs and bereaved

• Internal Conflict: Sleuth has drug history

• Action: Trevor attacks the sleuth in a drug frenzy knife fight, Trevor 
escapes, Sleuth wounded

• Response: Trevor is now a suspect. Sleuth finds a drug packet (clue)

• Extra: background character flashback to Sleuth’s own drug problem
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Example Scene Outline
• Goal: Introduce Cassie and her lying - Get a solid Hook 

— Show that she is smart and observant and tough

• Setting: Glacier National Park-On the way to and inside the Dalton

• Players: Cassie and YAA people, Scotty

• Objective: Cassie wants to be accepted by the Rich kids

• External Conflict: Kids are snobs and cliquish

• Internal Conflict: Cassie is ashamed of her poverty and standing (orphan)

• Action:  Cassie weaves a tale that elevates her in their eyes 

• Response: Accepted by the snobs (Scotty rises as possible friend)

• Extras: Establish setting, time and place mood, mention mining, mention a 
place for people to go when they don’t want to be see
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Example Scene Outline
• Goal: Introduce suspects - other characters at the lodge including Agnes

• Setting: Inside the Dalton (changing of the vacationers)

• Players: The actress, author

• Objective: Cassie investigates the hotel, snoops

• External Conflict: Is stopped by the help/Concierge

• Internal Conflict: Suspicious of everyone

• Action: Cassie is caught/in trouble

• Response: Cassie gets in trouble with YAA

• She learns some of the hotel’s secrets

• Extras: history of the hotel - ghosts and fires

This scene didn’t happen:
changed when got to 
chapter - elements 

incorporated before/after
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Example Scene Outline
• Goal: Meet more of the people, weather, Cassie caught out

• Setting: Outside in the park doing something - snowshoeing?

• Players: Cassie, kids, counselors, Scotty

• Objective: Cassie still trying to fit in

• External Conflict: Exercise; Kids tease Cassie- discover her lying

• Internal Conflict: Out of place and humiliated

• Action: Cassie fights back (attacks Scotty!), flees, breaks down

• Response: Cassie flees, breaks down, goes her own way

• Extras:  Russian Connections somehow (Cassie lies? - bears? Kidnapped? 
Disappearances?

• NEXT: Ranger Piles of presents arriving from family End with Cassie seeing 
Agnes Next scene they bond snowman
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Story Outline
• A List of Scenes = A Story Outline

• Scene 1: Opening Hook, body found 

• Scene 2: Sleuth at home gets the call

• Scene 3: At the crime scene

• Scene 4: Interview Benny 

• Scene 5: Sleuth’s brakes cut

• etc...
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Backstory & Flashbacks
• If possible use Scene Structure

• Dramatic tension, action etc

• Fractal parts

• Show don’t tell

• Can treat as Description

• Keep it direct and relevant

• Stay to the important things

• Play the recall during a scene - like business in dialog

• Good writing counts
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Example 
Backstory Descriptions
• I remembered Bob. He was the jerk from 

accounting who bragged about pissing in the 
punch bowl at the Christmas party.

• It had been on the news for weeks, but Sally 
couldn’t remember the details. It was all too 
tragic for her to invest attention on. She 
remembered something about the murder being 
ugly and unsolved and involving a yak somehow. 
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Example
It was a heavy windowless door. She put her hand on it. It was cold. She 

tried it. It was locked. She felt a chill breeze blowing around and under it. It 
was poorly sealed. She remembered Mr. Oaks being surprised that anyone 
was on the third floor. It made sense. The drafty door would make this an 
expensive floor to heat. She liked that she figured out Oaks’s comment, it was 
the kind of observational clarity she prided herself on, the power that had led 
her to this door.

She remembered the day Mrs. Hammond announced the contest for the 
YAA Christmastime Adventure. Cassie was instantly intrigued.

“It’s like a summer camp, but it travels around,” Mrs Hammond had 
explained over dinner—spaghetti Cassie recalled. “It’s usually very pricey, so 
it’ll be quite the thing for one of you to go. A real luxury.”

Hammond’s Roseburg Girls Home was less than a foster home and more 
than a prison. It was a group house for troubled girls. Most had been removed 
from real homes, taken from families because of drugs or violence. Others 
were runways and their parents wouldn’t have them back. Some, like Cassie, 
were actual orphans, no parents in the picture at all.

Cassie, Who Lies (early draft) — Johnny Worthen
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Breaks & Endings
• End on a Beat 

• Pro: Firmly set an idea in the reader’s mind

• Con: Easy to pause reading at that point

• End on a Cliffhanger

• Pro: Makes the reader keep reading

• Con: Readers can feel manipulated & tired

• Can do both at the same time to degrees

• Applies to all levels of the Fractal:

• SCENE / CHAPTER / BOOK
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Example
Linnet Doyle—Jacqueline de Bellefort—both of them took the 

business seriously enough. But in Simon’s attitude he could find nothing 
but male impatience and annoyance. He said: “You will permit me an 
impertinent question? Was it your idea to come to Egypt for your 
honeymoon?”

Simon flushed.
“No, of course not. As a matter of fact I’d rather have gone anywhere 

else, but Linnet was absolutely set upon it. And so—and so—”
He stopped rather lamely.
“Naturally,” said Poirot gravely.
He appreciated the fact that, if Linnet Doyle was set upon anything, 

that thing had to happen.
He thought to himself: “I have now heard three separate accounts of 

the affair—Linnet Doyle’s, Jacqueline de Bellefort’s, Simon Doyle’s. 
Which of them is nearest to the truth?”

Death on the Nile — Agatha Christie
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Example
The fist with the weighted tube inside it went 

through my spread hands like a stone through a cloud 
of dust. I had the stunned moment of shock when the 
lights danced and the visible world went out of focus 
but was still there. He hit me again. There was no 
sensation in my head. The bright glare got brighter. 
There was nothing but hard aching white light. Then 
there was darkness in which something red wriggled 
like a germ under a microscope. Then there was 
nothing bright or wriggling, just darkness and 
emptiness and a rushing wind and a falling as of great 
trees.

The Big Sleep — Raymond Chandler
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Example
Carlos gave me a look. “She was emancipated, not a  

whore, bro,” he said. “But, yeah. I don’t think she slept  
with Harris. He was just business.”

 “What business?”
“Don’t know. Some deal down south.”
“Saint George?”
“Think so.” 
“You know anything about a club he belongs to?”
“Beehive Athletic Club on fourth. Exclusive membership. Dark parking 

garage. He goes Monday morning, Tuesday, and Wednesday afternoons. 
Thursday, if he misses one of the others. Friday for lunch, always.”

I stared at him. 
He shrugged and said, “I had some time to kill back when I was mad at 

him.” 
“Don’t think it was time you wanted to kill,” I said. 
He smiled.

The Finger Trap — Johnny Worthen
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Example
Another shot and then the loudest click she’d ever heard.
“Cassie!” Scotty said. 
She turned around expecting to see her friend bullet ridden and dying.
“Where is it?”
“Leg.”
“I don’t see it.”
“Your leg.”
“Oh, I know about that,” she said.
“You’re shot.”
“Can we talk about it later?”
She glanced back and saw the figure cresting the trough. She watched him 

take a step and then another and slide up to his waist in snow.
“We gotta keep moving.”
Cassie returned to pace, Scotty a step behind her. She listened to his 

panting and felt the cold all around her except for the strange sensation of 
warmth slide down her thigh and pooling in her boot.

They were just at the mouth of the trailhead when gunshots started again.

Cassie, Who Lies (early draft) — Johnny Worthen
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Reflection Scenes
• “Scene and Sequel” (action/ processing action)

• Slows Down Pacing - This is a Good Thing

• Gives the reader a chance to catch breath

• Re-target plot/investigation for Sleuth

• Put weight to clues (real and false)

• Still should have the pieces of a scene

• Low/Different Stakes 

• Good time for subplots to enter
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Example
“If you ever see her, you won’t make a mistake the second 

time. Good-bye, copper, and wish me luck. I got a raw deal.”
“Like hell you did,” I said, and walked away across the 

street to my own car.
The gray Plymouth moved forward, gathered speed, and 

darted around the corner onto Sunset Place. The sound of 
its motor died, and with it blond Agnes wiped herself off 
the slate for good, so far as I was concerned. Three men 
dead, Geiger, Brody and Harry Jones, and the woman went 
riding off in the rain with my two hundred in her bag and 
not a mark on her. I kicked my starter and drove 
downtown to eat. I ate a good dinner. Forty miles in the 
rain is a hike, and I longed to make it a round trip.

The Big Sleep — Raymond Chandler
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Example
The confiscation deepened my already gloomy mood. Sweet and  

McGraw would paint me as some kind of sex fiend. At best, they’d say  
things got out of control, and I accidentally killed Rose in a fit of lustful  
abandon. That was the theory Dara had thrown at me between eggs.  
More likely, they’d paint me as a killer rapist living out fantasies  
portrayed in close-ups of latex-clad Swedish models. 

Meanwhile, I had no suspects. Carlos and Harris had not only been on the top of the 
list, they’d comprised the whole of it. If what they told me was true— and I tended to 
believe it was— I had nothing. I didn’t know where to turn. I could spend the next week 
checking Harris’s alibi or trying to make a case that Carlos, who’d bailed Rose out of jail 
and protected her later decided to kill her. 

Detectiving was hard. 
To make matters worse, and things could always get worse, the calls I’d made to 

lawyers were frightening. Everyone was eager for the case and claimed intimate 
familiarity with it. All were willing to get right to work, once their retainer was paid. I 
measured them by how convincing their initial lies were. If they could make me believe 
they’d actually heard of me, they got five points. If they actually made me think they 
thought I was innocent, they got ten. If they could make me feel that they actually cared, 
I gave them twenty. No one had scored above zero yet, and I’d called a dozen.

The Finger Trap — Johnny Worthen
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Example
The lights were low, the fire, embers. The lobby empty.
Wind-driven snow piled under the front awning while storm 

gusts rattled the doors and bowed the windows, popping 
Cassie’s ears from the pressure.

Sitting next to the Christmas tree Cassie brought the fire to 
life with a wad of newspaper. She curled up on a settee to 
watch the flames. Just to clear it out, for a while, just a short 
while, she let herself cry.

When she was done, she wiped her nose on her sleeve and 
lost herself in the flickering flames and twinkling Christmas 
lights. She imagined scenes of yuletide legend. Happy 
Christmas mornings, presents and Santa Claus. Carols. Stuff 
she’d seen on TV. The burning wood was a more accurate 
representation of her experience than the decorated tree.

Cassie, Who Lies (early draft) — Johnny Worthen
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Action Scenes
• Time Manipulation 

• Things that take a long time are short in books

• Traveling across the country - a sentence

• Things that are short, take a long time

• The instant a gun goes off - five pages

• Short phrases, sentences. Staccato passages

• Question of Violence & Gore
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Example
“I can see him!” she screamed. “Through the window behind the wheel. Lash!”
He fell for it like a bucket of lead. He knocked her roughly to one side and 

jumped forward, throwing his hands up. Three more spurts of flame cut the 
darkness. More glass scarred. One bullet went on through and smacked into a tree 
on my side. A ricochet whined off into the distance. But the motor went quietly on.

He was low down, crouched against the gloom, his face a grayness without form 
that seemed to come back slowly after the glare of the shots. If it was a revolver he 
had, it might be empty. It might not. He had fired six times, but he might have 
reloaded inside the house. I hoped he had. I didn’t want him with an empty gun. But 
it might be an automatic.

I said, “Finished?”
He whirled at me. Perhaps it would have been nice to allow him another shot or 

two, just like a gentleman of the old school. But his gun was still up and I couldn’t 
wait any longer. Not long enough to be a gentleman of the old school. I shot him 
four times, the Colt straining against my ribs. The gun jumped out of his hand as if it 
had been kicked. He reached both his hands for his stomach. I could hear them 
smack hard against his body. He fell like that, straight forward, holding himself 
together with his broad hands. He fell face down in the wet gravel. And after that 
there wasn’t a sound from him

The Big Sleep — Raymond Chandler
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Example
I’d just turned the knob past the latch when the door  

burst open and knocked me square in the forehead. I  
tumbled back into the room and fell over a chair. The  
room erupted in thunder. Three loud gunshots rang out  
before I had time to realize I was no longer on my feet.  
   The room filled with cordite smoke. A flashlight beam danced through 
haze in a grotesque mockery of the previous night’s dance party light 
show. Hidden in the smoke, a nine-year-old squeaked “Halt! Police! Don’t 
move, or I’ll shoot!” The final exclamation point was another gunshot. 

I didn’t move. I moaned. 
    A man in a black uniform, shiny badge, and new acne ran up to me and 
hit me upside the head with a nightstick.  
    As my consciousness decided it had better places to be, I thought I 
heard an adult somewhere in the distance shouting, “God damn it, 
Devon! Stand down!”

The Finger Trap — Johnny Worthen
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Example
They’d gone maybe ten steps when the first gunshot split the night’s silence.
Another two steps and two more shots.
Cassie fought the urge to fall and hide, to burrow beneath the snow.
Scotty kept up but didn’t try to pass her. She knew he could outrun her easily, 

but he seemed to be deliberately keeping himself between the shooter and her.
Cassie concentrated on her steps, keeping the rhythm that she trusted, trying to 

go faster, but keeping the all important rhythm less she fall and flounder and die.
Another shot.
Another.
The next one Cassie felt in the back of her leg before she heard it.
The sting was sharp and terrifying. Her legs at once freezing from the night and 

overheating from the exercise took it just another inconvenience and worked 
around it. She thought maybe she was in shock. She remembered how she’d once 
sprained her knee really bad in a soccer game. She’d kept playing on it, she’d scored 
a goal even while it swelled to the size of a melon. She couldn’t walk on it for a 
week afterwards but it hadn’t taken her out of the game then. She’d scored a goal, 
even.

Another shot and then the loudest click she’d ever heard.

Cassie, Who Lies (early draft) — Johnny Worthen
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Fair Play Point
• The beginning of the end

• Plot Puzzle

• Ellery Queen’s Challenge to the Reader

• Second Story/First Story

• Pieces available

• some assembly required

• Plotting vs. Pantsing
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The Breakthrough
• A single “thing” that alerts the detective to the true 

arrangement of facts.

• Can be a clue from the mystery

• Can be a clue from a subplot that’s  
suggested to the main plot

• Can be an object, a moment, a fact, a  
new arrangement of facts, a line of  
dialog, a memory… anything.

• Sleuth gets it; reader may/may not

• Last moment before 
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Connect the dots
• Homework 1: 

• Make a Scene Outline and Write a Scene From It

• Refer to your Before the Fact Synopsis for ideas

• We will workshop parts of these

• Homework 2:

• Finish your Before the Fact Synopsis / Story Outline

• Use your pieces: Sleuth, suspects, clues, support

• We will discuss these next week

• LAST CHANCE CRITIQUE: Anything and everything 
you want to critique, share, show off.  

• Send any/all to me by by Sunday or bring to class. 
johnny@johnnyworthen.com
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